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An Identity for the Noncentral Wishart 
Distribution with Application 
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The Chinese University o[ Hong Kong, Shath~, Hong Kong 
This paper generalizes an identity for the Wishart distribution (derived independ- 
ently by C. Stein and L. Haft) to the noncentral Wishart distribution. As 
an application of this noncentral Wishart identity, we consider the problem of 
estimating the noncentrality matrix of a noncentral Wishart distribution. This 
noncentral Wishart identity is used to develop a class of orthogonally invariant 
estimators which dominate the usual unbiased estimator. ,~ 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be an m x m positive definite random matrix having a Wishart 
distr ibution with n degrees of freedom and covariance matrix £', denoted 
by S= (s~j)~ W,,(n, X). A scalar identity concerning the expectation of 
functions of S was given in Haft [6].  For  reference, we define the following 
symbols and state this Wishart  identity. 
Let V be a matrix and V~,~ = rV+ (1 - r) diag(V). We define 
D = (di/) = ½( 1 + 6~j) c~/Os o ( 1.1 ) 
as a matrix of differential operators,  where 6,..,. is the Kronecker delta. DV 
is the formal matrix product of D and V and c3h(S)/OS= (Oh(S)/Os o) for a 
real-valued function h(S). Under fairly general regularity conditions, we 
have 
E[h(S)  t r (Z ' -  1V)] = 2E[h(S)  tr(D V)] + 2E tr[(Oh(S)/OS) V~ i/2~] 
+ (n - m - 1 ) E [h (S)  t r (S -  ' V)], 1.2) 
where V is a matrix whose elements are functions of S and X, h(S)  is a 
real-valued function of S. This Wishart  identity is derived from Stokes' 
theorem, a mult ivariate integration by parts. The regularity condit ions are 
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to ensure that the function hV satisfies the conditions of Stokes' theorem 
and are given in Haft [2]. 
Haft used this identity to prove dominance results in a decision-theoretic 
estimation problem in his papers [3, 4]. Later on, Haft [5] extended (1.2) 
to matrix identities with applications in regression as well. The Wishart 
identity was also used in Leung and Muirhead [10]. Muirhead and 
Verathaworn [13] obtained an identity for the multivariate F distribution 
similar to (1.2). Applications of this F identity can also be found in Leung 
[9], Konno [7, 8]. 
In this paper, we generalize (1.2) to the noncentral Wishart distribution, 
and the result is called the "noncentral Wishart identity." In Section 2, the 
noncentral Wishart identity is stated and proved. As an application of this 
identity, we consider the problem of estimating the noncentrality matrix A 
of a noncentral Wishart distribution in Section 3. A class of orthogonally 
invariant estimators of d which dominates the usual unbiased estimator of 
A is proposed. This problem was also considered by Leung and Muirhead 
[io3. 
2. THE NONCENTRAL WISHART IDENTITY 
Assume that A is an m x m positive definite random matrix having a 
noncentral Wishart distribution with n degrees of freedom, covariance 
matrix X, and noncentrality matrix 3, denoted by A ~ W,,(n, Z, z~). Let 
V(A, ~) be a matrix whose elements are functions of A and A, and h(A) be 
a real-valued function of A. We simply write V(A, A) as V and h(A) as h 
for brevity. Under the same regularity conditions for the Wishart identity 
given in Haft [2], we have 
THEOREM 2.1 (Noncentral Wishart identity). 
E[h tr(Z - ~ V)] = 2E[h tr(D V)] + 2E tr[(c~h(A )lena ) V c ~,,2~] 
+(n-m-  1) E[h tr(A- IV)] 
+ E~ [h tr(zlA J V)], (2.1) 
where the expectation E is taken over a W,,,(n, X, •) distribution and the 
expectation El in the last term of (2.1) is taken over a W,,,(n + m + l, Z, ,~) 
distribution, i.e., 
E~[htr (AA- 'V) ]= I htr(AA- JV) f , (A)(dA)  
,4 >0 
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with f~(A) denoting the density of a W,,,(n+m+ I ,X , J )  distribution. 
The identity (2.1) is the same as (1.2) except for the last term, where the 
expectation is taken over a noncentral Wishart distribution with degrees of 
freedom changed from n to n + m + 1. Note that when J = 0, (2.1) reduces 
to (1.2). 
Before we prove (2.1), we need the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) E[tr(X ~A)]=nm+trA,  
(ii) E[tr(X tAX tA ) ]=t r ( j2 )+2(n+m+l) ( t r J )+nm(n+m+l) ,  
(iii) tr D(AX ~A)=(m+ l)tr(X JA). 
Prot~ Part (i) can be easily obtained by noting that X ~J2AX ~/2 is 
distributed as W(n, L XmzlX - ~/2) and (ii) follows from Theorem 4.4 of 
Magnus and Neudecker El l] .  Part (iii)is given in Lemma (2.2) of Konno 
[7]. 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of (2.1). The proof is similar to the proof of (1.2) given in Haft 
[2]. The density of A is 
f (A )=C(detA)  c . . . .  V2et r ( -X  ~A/2)oFl(n/2;dX ~A/4), (2.2) 
where C= [2""/2F,,,(n/2)] ~ (det X) ''/-' e tr ( -A/2) ,  n -m-  1 >0, A >0, 
e tr ( . )=expEtr( - ) ] ,  oF~(-) is  the hypergeometric function with matrix 
argument, and F,,,(-) is the multivariate gamma function (see Muirhead 
[12] for details). For the differential operator D defined in (1.1), we have 
D(det A) ~ ..... iv2= [ (17-m-  1)/2](det A) I ....... t~/2 A l 
and 
Detr ( -X  'A /2 )=( -X  ~/2)et r ( -X - 'A /2 ) .  
Hence, D operating onf (A) in  (2.2) gives 
Df(A)=[n-m-  l A ' 1 ] 2 - -~X ' f (A )+Q(A) ,  (2.3) 
where 
Q(A)=C(detA)  I ...... 'V2et r ( -X  IA/2)[DoFl(n/2:JX JA/4)]. (2.4) 
The same set of regularity conditions on hV given in Haft [2] ensures that 
S,~,o trD[hVf(A)](dA)=O. It follows that 
O=Etr[(Oh/OA) V~'/z~]+ E[htr(DV)]+ fA>o htr[V(Df)](dA). 
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Using (2.3), we have 
E[h tr(Z" ' V)] = 2E[h tr(D V)] + 2E tr[(Oh(A )/c)A ) V~,/2}] 
+(n -m- l )E [h t r (A  IV)] 
+2f  h tr( Q V)( dA ). 
.-, >0  
(2.5) 
Comparing (2.5) with (2.1), we see that the proof is complete if 
2 f htr(QV)(dA)= I htr(AA-'V)f.(A)(dA), 
,4>0 ,4>0 
where f~(A) is the density of a W,,,(n + m + 1, Z, A) distribution. Therefore, 
it suffices to show that 
2Q(A)f I I (A)=AA-t  a.e. (2.6) 
Q(A) defined in (2.4) involves the operation of D on oF~(. ). Although it is 
possible to prove (2.6) directly by differentiating the series of zonal polyno- 
mials in oF,(- ), this could be very complicated and messy. We take another 
approach to proving (2.6). By taking V(A,Z)=AS-~A and h(A)=l  in 
(2.5) and from Lemma 2.2, we have 
tr(3 z) + 2(71 + m + 1 )(tr 3 ) + nm(n + m + 1 ) 
=2(m+ l ) (nm+tr  A)+ (n -m-  l ) (nm+tr  A) 
+2f  tr(QAX 'A)(dA), 
,4 >O 
which implies 
2 1 tr(QAS 'A)(dA)=tr(A'-)+(n+m+l)(trLl). (2.7) 
.4 > 0 
Note that the right-hand side of (2.7) is equal to 
4 >o tr(,JX IA )./'I(A )(dA ), 
where f](A ) is the density of a W,,,(n + m + 1, Z, A) distribution. 
It follows from (2.7) that tr[2QAX ~AJ'~ J (A) -z lX~A]=O a.e. or 
tr{[2Q/',-'(A)-AA ~](AZ 'A )}=0 a.e. for all A>0 and X>0,  which 
implies (2.6), and the proof is completed. 
Remark. It is possible to obtain a similar identity for a noncentral 
multivariate F distribution but this is not explored in the present paper. 
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3. IMPROVED ESTIMATION OF NONCENTRALITY MATRIX 
The Wishart identity (1.2) is very useful for finding bounds for expecta- 
tions which often appear in risk calculations. We xpect that similar 
applications can be found for the noncentral Wishart identity (2.1) as well. 
To illustrate a nontrivial application of the noncentral Wishart identity, we 
consider the problem of estimating the noncentrality matrix of a noncentral 
Wishart distribution. Assume that A ~ W,,,(n, I, "4), i.e., A has a noncentral 
Wishart distribution with n degrees of freedom, identity covariance matrix, 
and noncentrality matrix '4. The usual unbiased estimator of '4 is 
Ju  = A-  nL By using a decision-theoretic approach, we estimate '4 using 
the invariant loss function 
L('4, J )=tr ( '4  1j_/,,,)2. (3.1) 
Let zi, = Ju + (a/(tr A))I,,,. It is shown in Theorem 3.2 that J ,  dominate 
Ju  for a suitable choice of ct. This problem and ,J, were also considered by 
Leung and Muirhead [10], using the squared error loss function 
L('4, "4) = tr(zJ-.4)2 (see Leung and Muirhead [10] for the significance 
and details of this problem). The univariate version of this problem was 
considered by Perlman and Rasmussen [14], Saxena and Alam [15], and 
Chow [1]. Before we state and prove the dominance result, we need the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that n>4.  Then 
[trI{_-~A)l ~<.E [tr '4-21 FtrA-~ l 
E L trA _1 L trA _ ] -2 (n -4 )E[_ ( t rA)Z l  
[tr A-'-]_ [tr'4-' 1 
+Eli_ trA J 2E~[_(trA)2j, 
where E is taken over a W,,,(n, L "4) distribution and El is taken over a 
W,,(n + m + 1, L "4 ) distribution. 
Proof We apply the noncentral Wishart identity given in (2.1) with 
Z=L V=A-2A,  and h= 1/(trA). Since tr(DV)= [ (m+ 1)/2](tr'4 -2) and 
ah/OA = [ -  1/(tr A) z] I,, (see Haft [4]), we have 
Vtr(~---~A!]=nEV tr '4--'1-2E [tr/'4 )] + E, I -tr '4-'] 
E L trA L trA J L (tr L trA J '  (3.2) 
To compute the second term on the right-hand side of (3.2), we apply 
683/48/1-8 
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identity (2.1) again with V=zllZA and h=l/ ( t rA)  2. Since cOh/OA= 
[ -2 / ( t r  A) 3] L,, (see Haft [4]), (3.2) becomes 
[tr(,a-2A)] _Ftr, J -21 ._Ftr(zi--'A)l [ t r ,~- ' ]  
e L A=nLL T I-,   L ~T-~T.J+EIL(trA)2j. (3.3) 
Using the fact that tr(A-2A)<~(trzl-2)(trA) in the second term of the 
right-hand side of (3.3), we have 
] EFtr~-21 [-tr A-'-  l [tr(~-2A !j ~> (n -4 )  + E, (3.4) 
E L (trA) 2 L ~-A-)SJ L(tr A)2J" 
With (3.4) substituted into (3.2), the proof is completed. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that n > 4. Then J ,  dominate Ju if 0 < ct < 
4(n-- 4). 
Proof For the loss function defined in (3.1), it is straightforward to
show that the risk difference between Ju and zi, is 
G(A) = ElL(A, J u ) -  L(A, A~)] 
[tr,a-'l_ [trIJ-;Al] [tr~-~l_~ FtrA-21 
= 2~E k tr A J 2~E L fr-J J + 2n=E L tr A J ~ E L -z j 
Using Lemma 3.1 and simplifying, we have 
G(A)>_. 2~E[ tr d - ' l  Ftr d ' l  [tr A-' l 
m trA J-Z~E'L~J+4~E'L(trA)2 j 
El-tr -2l 
+ ~[4(n -4) -~]  L ~ J  (3.5) 
From Eq. (2.9) in Leung and Muirhead [9], E [ l / ( t rA ) ]= 
E2[l/(mn+ ZK-  2)] and E,[I/(tr A)]=E2{1/[m(n+m+ l)+ 2K-2]} ,  
where K has a Poisson distribution with mean ½(tr A) and E2 is taken with 
respect o K. Therefore (3.5) becomes 
m(m+ 1) ] 
G(zl)>~2~(trzl l )E 2 (mn+2K-2) [m(n+m+ l )+2K-2]  
Ftr,~-,] Ftr,,-  l 
+4~E, L(tr A)2_[ + ~[4(n -4 ) -  ~] E L~-~ j. 
The first two terms on the right-hand side are nonnegative. A sufficient 
condition for G(A) ~> 0 is 0 ~< ~ ~< 4(n -- 4) and the proof is completed. 
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Remark. J u  and zi~ are not  necessari ly positive definite. They are 
dominated  by their t runcated versions ,~(j and A~+, respectively; i.e., J÷  is 
formed by replacing the negative eigenvalues in J by zero. The fol lowing 
theorem demonstrates  this. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let J be an), estimator .4 and A + be the truncated version 
of  d. Then E[L (d ,  ,~)] ~> E[L (d ,  d+ )] .for all d and the inequality is strict 
if ~ is not nonnegative definite. 
Proof. Let d=HLH' ,  where H is or thogona l  and L is a d iagonal  
matr ix with d iagonal  elements 1, ..... 1,,,. Then J+= HL+H ', where L+= 
d iag( l ,  + ..... 1.+,) with  li + =/ i  if 1~ > 0 and /~ + = 0 if l~ ~< 0. 
E[L(A,  zi)] = E[ t r (A  - l j  _ i,,,),,] 
=Etr [A - t /2 ( j _d )  d t/_, ] 2 
=Etr [d - ' /2H(L -H 'AH)  H'A 1/212 
~> E tr ia l  - I /2H(L  + - H 'AH)  H'A -'/'-]" 
= E[L(z l ,  J+) ] .  
The inequal i ty is strict if li < 0 for some i, and the proof is completed. 
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